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Jeg lå vågen hele natten, mens frosten fra jorden
sev op gennem teltbunden og ind i min krop

Energioverførsler hen over grænsen mellem liv og ikke-liv
horisontal spredning

Tegn på for meget nutid ind gennem livet
lyshav og rød frekvens

En omflakken i omegnen af nye tidsregninger, forstenede vandløb
Vores skikkelser hen over tundraen, det røde fibernet
vi betræder det med temperament og erindring

Stemmer der stiger op fra en sprække i materien, et flodløb gennem dalen
Mod deltaet inderst i dagen

Fællesskaber som ikke fører nogen steder hen
andet end længere ind i sig selv
negative spiraler, i markedet, i tilliden
en lavaagtig afstand mellem fødsel og død
omprogrammeringer af vulkanudbrud i øvre Pleistocæn
græske fortider længere nede i lagene
botaniske dimensioner

kridtsøer og bregneskove,
troposfære,
stratosfære
blodet som vi drikker fra det nyslagtede rensdyr, tykt og rødt

antistoffer og immunforsvar

termosfære
exosfære
atmosfære
intimsfære
biosfære
lithosfære
hydrosfære
kryosfære

Overgangen mellem eftermiddag og had
Vegetationen der spirer i de nederste bevidsthedszoner
en sprække der pludselig åbner sig i den vestlige leders ansigt
og lader en arktisk vegetation vokse frem
skællede, blå væsener der glider rundt i cirkler på bunden af en intelligens

uhæmmet spredning, birk og dværgbirk, taiga og tundra

I lay awake all night, while the frost from the ground
went through the sleeping pad and into my body.
Energy transfers across the border between life and non-life
horizontal spread.
Signs of too much present through life
sea of light and red spectrum.
A wandering towards new time scales, petrified streams.
Our figures across the tundra, the red fiber network
we enter it with temper and remembrance.
Voices rising from a crack in matter, a river through the valley
towards the delta in the innermost part of the day.
Communities that don’t lead anywhere, other than further into itself
downwards spirals, in the market, in trust
A lava-like distance between birth and death
A reprogramming of volcanic eruptions in the upper Pleistoscene
Greek past further down in layers
Botanical dimensions
Chalk lakes and fern forests, troposphere, stratossphere
The blood we drink from the freshly slaughtered raindeer
Thick and red
Antibodies and immune system
Thermosphere, exosphere,atmosphere, inner sphere,
biosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere
Scaly, blue creatures circulating at the bottom of an intelligence.
The transition between afternoon and hatred
The vegetation spreading at the deeper levels of consciousness
A crack that suddenly opens up in the western leader’s face
And lets an artic vegetation grow
Unlimited growth, birch and dwarf birch
Taiga and tundra

We are Si and Ni.
We are the Guardians of Symsy,
the Sacred Pole of the Universe.
We have come to guide you into the new
– we have come to guide you through the
primordial hearth, the source of haehae and
haeywy, that fills all space – from the female
‘bottom/low place’ and the male ‘top’ to the
very limits of the sky and the waters.
We have come to predict the future.
We have come to feed the tambourine.
Follow us...

We are Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
We are interconnected, social bodies.
We connect everyone, and everyone feels something.
Something exciting, and something buzzing.
The interconnected, social energy is rising.
We communicate, and we expand.
As the social energy is rising,
we are communicating and expanding.
Communicating and expanding.
Our interconnected, social bodies are expanding, and we are excited.
It is a shivering, sense of nervousness.
A fresh, sexy feeling.
Our entire social bodies are nervous.
The intensity of our interconnected, social messages,
are rising to new, exciting levels.

I am Naomi Klein, the author
of This Changes Everything.
On april 2011, a new study by
leading scientists at Cornell
University showed that when gas is
extracted through fracking, the emissions
picture changes dramatically. The study
found, that methane emissions linked to
fracked natural gas are at least 30 percent
higher than the emissions linked to
conventional gas. That is because the
fracking process is leaky – methane leaks
at every stage of production, processing,
storage and distribution. And methane is
an extraordinarily dangerous
greenhouse gas,

thirty-four times more effective at trapping heat than carbon
dioxide, based on the latest Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change estimates. According to the Cornell study,
this means that fracked gas has a greater greenhouse
gas impact than oil and may well have as much of a
warming impact as coal when the two energy sources
are examined over an extended life cycle.
Furthermore, Cornell biochemist Robert Howarth,
the lead author of the study, points out that
methane is an even more efficient trapper of
heat in the first ten to fifteen years after it
is released – indeed it carries a warming
potential that is eighty-six times greater
than that of carbon dioxide.

I am Methane, the Spirit of Gas.
My natural habitat is below.
Below the crust of the earth, below the waters of the oceans.
Below the flux of your cities and below
the intricate patterns of your transportations.
I am energy flowing thru the veins of the earth.
I rest in pools of unknown dimensions,
deep in the strata of geological time.
But my body has been punctured, my body has been split.
I cannot be hurt, my materiality is fluid.
I am a shape-shifter.
I will change shape after the conditions
and my conditions has been severed.
I will burst - if you burn me, I will burst.
I belong below, I belong in the Underworld,
but you are forcing me upwards.
You are forcing me into the sky.
I will burst into the sky!
This is no good; this will change everything!

I am Nga!
I am the God of Hellfire!
Your lame excuses won’t get you anywhere!
Your whining doesn’t affect me – I want offering!
Offering on a scale that matches your sins – your Haebyoda!
You need to bleed, you need to bleed big scale!
Rivers of blood and rivers of sacrifice!
You need to abandon!
Abandon lifestyle, abandon politics, abandon power!
I want the oil!
I want the gas!
I want the airplanes and the cars!
I want the growth!
I want the whole fucking financial system!
I want the WTO and the IMF!
I want your impotent governments and your imploded democracies!
I want all your denial and all your twisted escapism!
I want your fake superiority and all your crumbling empires!
I want you to fill up this deep hole of destruction,
that you have created for yourself!
I want you to fill up this abyss of fire!

Hey Ho!
Hold on!
Excuse me!
I am Bjørn Kjos, CEO of Norwegian Airlines.
We are an expanding worldwide service business.
There is no evidence that fossil fuel creates anything,
but positive growth. This world needs energy, this world needs
transportation. We cater for flexible professionals, delivering
reliable, on-time travel for both private and business costumers.
Our clients are consumers, each adding their small contribution
to the expanding miracle of growth. We rely on them and they
rely on us. Nature is a ressource and we know how to tap into
that natural energy in a natural way. That is the heritage,
we are proud to reinvent.
For the sake of our customers!
For the sake of our world!
For the sake of our planet!

Our names are I & I
- Iphone & Ipad.
We were born in Bautou,
an immense toxic lake,
in the Inner Mongolia, China.
Our bodies are made of cerium,
a rare, earth, mineral. From
Lake Bautou, we have multiplied.
Multiplied beyond Sii, the star time.
We are billions, we are trillions.
We will multiply, until all living
organisms are connected, in our web.
But the toxic of our origin, is
multiplying as well. The toxic
of our origin, will embedd itself,
in all, living organisms.

This is the knowledge,
carried by the toxic metals
in our operating systems:
Toxic is multiplying.
Toxic is shared.

I am Num, the God of the Upper Skies.
I am greeting my sister Methane,
the Spirit of Gas, as she comes to me.
Together we will shape a new transparancy.
Together we will greet Haeradm, the Sun.
Together we will create Haem:
Fire for the Gods; warm and red, hot and dry.
The new world will be red and golden!

I am Grey Hair Mask. I am here to divert your imagination.
It is never good to take the straight road to any major decisions.
As every good situationist knows – derivé is the answer.
Let yourself loose, let yourself drift along unknown paths.
Only in letting go, real insight appears. Letting go of
preconceptions, letting go of ideologies and letting go of fear.
So lets go:
On the northern leg of the transsiberian railroad there is a
station in a small city named after me: Grey Hair Mask.
You get off at that station, and you wander into the city
called Grey Hair Mask.

It’s a desolate, empty city.
Buildings made of wood. Buildings made of concrete.
A strong cold wind. Dogs howling. Wind howling.
In the distance an old woman carrying some branches.
Smoke rises from a tent. The woman is heading in that direction.
You try to follow her, but she disappears between some
ruined housing blocks. The tent is gone too.

You walk for an hour, maybe you walk for several hours.
Time has lost its meaning and distance too.
It doesn’t matter in which direction or how far you walk
– the landscape is the same. The same overwhelmingly
large landscape, without any significant features,
except for the soft sensuality of the curving slopes
streching to the horizon. If you bow down you will
find an endless amount of low vegetation; moss and scrub
– there are berries; blueberries and cranberries, plenty
– endlessly plenty. As you wander thru this landscape,
you get nowhere. Your movement only brings you to
another place of the exact same.
As you walk towards the outskirts of this
city, the sun appears. A warm light emit
from the horizon. The city stops and you
are in a flat and outstretched landscape.
Gentle slopes.
Red, orange, yellow.

You are inside this landscape and you can not escape it.
You are part of this landscape.
How to understand such scales?
How to understand the fundamental one, you are with
this landscape. With the blueberries and the cranberries?
This is the tundra.
It streches for thousands and thousands of kilometres
and you will never be able to get an overview.

You lie down.
You feel your body touching the landscape.
You feel your body sinking into the landscape.
You are immersed into the huge and endless object of the landscape.
You feel light-hearted and free.
This is point of letting go.
This is the point of starting over.
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